Motorola MC10318 DAC
(mounted with pin 1 in pin 11 of the 20 pin pattern)

7805 Regulator

270 ohm pulldowns, mount with pin 1 in pin 12 of 20 pin pattern.
1 mF filter cap. mount between pins 10 and 11 of the 20 pin pattern.
Motorola MC10318 DAC (mounted with pin 1 in pin 11 of the 20 pin pattern)
Platform d1
1 required.

Note: remove pins 7, 8, and 9 from platform before mounting regulator.

Platform a2, b2, c2
3 required
20pins: A
16pins: B
14pins: C
22pins: D
24 pins: E

Inverted 16-pin: F

Note: The short vertical lines indicate filter capacitor locations.